
RFP 2019 – 9150417 – Creative Agency  

Q&A 

Q1 

- As far as we understood from your answers, there will not be second stage with creative ideas, 

is that correct?  

- “The selected agency or agencies will serve as non-exclusive full- or part-service advertising, 

media, communications and PR agency. The specific details for each task within the period of the 

long-term arrangement will be defined separately for each communication/campaign initiative. 

“  - If more than one agency is selected this will be based on the provided services eg. PR agency, 

Media Agency, that will work in cooperation together executing campaigns? Or 2 or more 

selected agencies will be pitched for every upcoming project under the LTA?  

A1  

- We do not envisage second stage in the process. The technical proposal and the financial 

proposal will be evaluated against the criteria stated in the RFP form.   

- If we establish LTAs with more than one company, UNICEF reserves the right to approach them 

for each campaign, initiative or project and ask them to submit proposals (including concept and 

budget). After reviewing the offers UNICEF Bulgaria will decide with which company to work on 

this specific campaign, initiative or project. 

Q2 

- As Price Proposal Template requires costs for video production and there’s no specific 

creative task outlined by the RFP, is it possible to quote a price range rather than an exact 

figure? (As it heavily depends on the specific creative idea) 

- Technical Proposal shall include presentation of 2 successful integrated campaigns. Is there 
any requirement for the period of those campaigns’ execution? How recent shall they be?  

- If the abovementioned campaigns are presented by case studies in a video format shall 
there be also a paper presentation for them?  

- Is the Agency selection decision to be taken locally? Shall the campaigns’ presentation be in 
English? (as some key messages might work great in Bulgarian and not exactly so in English)  

- Shall all the other documents of the Technical Proposal be also on paper - Agency portfolio, 
team CVs etc.?  

- As this is a document based tender will there be a next phase where the shortlisted agencies 
will be assigned a specific creative task?  

A2 

- We understand that it depends on the specific creative idea, however, we would appreciate 

fixed price for the evaluation process.   

- We didn’t specify a concrete period, but we would prefer the last few campaigns that are 

most relevant.  

- If the video is illustrative enough, it should serve as the primary material. In the best-case 

scenario, it would be accompanied by summary on paper.  



- Please note that full proposals should be submitted in English, but where appropriate 

include also Bulgarian version for better comprehension.  

- Yes, please submit the documents on paper.  

- We do not envisage second stage in the process. The technical proposal and the financial 

proposal will be evaluated against the criteria stated in the RFP form.   

Q3 

- Technical proposal – please precise if hard/paper copy is needed to be supplied on 31th of 

July 

- Financial proposal  - Concerning community management and execution of the strategy: 

please precise if the Creative Agency will be assigned to manage the social media 

platforms/channels communication on daily basis 

A3 

- Yes, please submit the paper copy of your technical proposal.  

- No, the agency will not manage UNICEF Bulgaria social media platforms/channels 

communication.  

 

Q4 

- What is the difference between Development of advertising and PR plan of the campaign 
and Development of advertising and PR plan of an integrated advocacy, awareness and/or 
fundraising campaign? Of course, we suppose that the first item is related to the overall 
strategy, including all type of campaigns and the second type of strategy is related to a 
particular task as a fundraising campaign? 

- There are production costs in some of the items. How do you expect to estimate them? If 
we do it per one the price will not be adequate to a different quality?  

- Are we allowed to add few more slides to the Technical proposal to describe our own CSR 

campaigns, except the requested case studies of integrated campaigns? 

A4 

- The first one is purely communication campaign, and the second one has additional 

components such as fundraising or advocacy elements.  

- Please estimate your overall cost as per the quality that you offer.  

- Yes, please add your CSR campaigns.  

 


